Atomic force microscopy and magnetic force microscopy study of model colloids.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to study the size, shape, and polydispersity of a variety of magnetic and nonmagnetic model colloids, previously imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) only. Both height and phase images are analyzed and special attention is given to 3D morphology and softness of particles, as well as structures and presence of secondary components in the colloid, difficult to investigate with TEM. Several methods of tip characterization followed by deconvolution were applied in order to improve the accuracy of lateral diameter determination. In the case of magnetite particles dispersed in conventional ferrofluids, we explore both experimentally and theoretically the possibility of using magnetic force microscopy (MFM). We propose and discuss several models which allow to estimate the magnetic moment of a single domain superparamagnetic sphere using MFM, which cannot be done with other techniques; alternatively the tip magnetization can be determined.